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Drilled shaft installation problems solved 
andsubstantial dollars saved utilizingcost ef
fective spacers to ensure qualitycontrol. 

The following comes to us from Frank 
Queen with ADSCAssociate Membel; Foun
dation Technologies, Inc. , Lawrenceville, 
Georgia. It is partof an ongoing series of ar
ticles that focus on new developments in 
equipment and materials in the dlilledfoun
dation and anchored earth retention indus
tries. Members of the ADSCs Associate 
Committee provide this information. Foun
dationDrilling magazinegreatly appreciates 
thesupport it receivesfrom theADSC's Asso
ciate Members. (Editor) 

As drilled shaft construction installations 
have evolved over the years, two age old 
problems have been successfully solved. 
The first relates to design engineers inter-

Cased shaft with spacers attached to reinforcing cage. 

ested in maintaining the structural integrity 
of a completed drilled shaft. The second re
lates to drilled shaft contractors and the 
construc tion techniqu es used to insure the 
proper placement of the vertical reinforc-

Partially exposed shaftwithoutwheel spacers shows improper concrete coverage. 

ing steel cage within an excavated shaft. 
Structural integrity is of utmo st impor

tance when designing and specifying a 
drilled shaft foundatio n. Twodesign issues 
of concern that can affect the quality of a 
drilled shaft are insufficient concrete cover 
and eccentric cage alignment. These issues 
have caused engineers to enforce more 
stringent requirements within specifica
tions in order to ensure bar reinforcement 
is correctly assembled, properly tied, and 
securely positioned within the confines of 
the excavated shaft prior to concrete place
ment. 

Mainta ining concrete clearance of the 
drilled shaft reinforcing steel cage within 
the excavated shaft has often been an alba
tross of sorts for contractors. On too many 
occasions drilled shaft contractors have had 
to reconstruct shafts due to the reinforcing 
steel cage racking (twisting) in the shaft 
losing its structure and/or hanging-up 
against the steel casing during the casing 
extrac tion process . Often times, drilled 
shafts have to be reconstructed because of 
problems inherent in maintaining the 
proper clearances prio r to and after con 
crete placement. The reconstruction of the 
shaft is usua lly very costly and time con
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one simple inexpensive quality control 
ciated with reconstructing a shaft; the cost 
suming. Considering all of the costs asso

measure can minim ize or eliminate the 
of equipment, additional labor, purchasing problem. This predicament has plagued the 
new steel or spending time cleanin g exist drilled shaft indust ry for years un til devel
ing steel, additional concrete, upsetting the opmen t of the ShaftSpacer©System to help 
pou ring schedule, and the havoc this prob-.. correct this costly reoccurring problem. 
lem creates on an overall project timeline, Keeping the proper clearances off the 
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vertical shaft wall or casing sur face dur ing 
concrete placement is imperative. In the 
past it was usually left up to the contractor 
to come up with a means of meeting the 
project design clearance requirement. Hav
ing been a contractor, I found that by cast
ing concrete wheels and opening the 
circular tie on the reinforcing cage, thread
ing the wheels onto the circular tie and po
sition ing the wheel spacers at intervals 
along the shaft work ed well. The problem 
was that this technique was costly, time 
consuming, dan gerous (the potential for 
falling blocks of unreinforced concrete 
onto the ground as the cage was being in
serted), not to mention the procedures usu
ally resulted in the distortion of the circular 
tie when it was tied back into place on the 
cage. There had to be a better way 

Enter the reinvention of the wheel. 
Foundation Technologies, Inc. took the 
previous method of constructing concrete 
wheels for clearanc e and ease of installa
tion used in the past and created a product 
mor e economical to use and to produce, 
safer and easier to utilize and handle in the 
field. This eliminated the need to open and 
distort an existing circular tie on the cage. 
Prior to the steel reinforcement cage being 
lowered in to the excavated shaft, heavy 
duty high density copolymer centralizing 
wheels known as ShaftSpacers, are attached 
to the horizon tal reinforcement hoops or 
spirals as the cage is being lowered into the 
excavated shaft. BarBoots are also attached 
to the bottom ends of the vertical steel bars 
to maintain the prop er clearance at the bot
tom of the shaft. The easily installed wheels 
and boots allow the drilled shaft contrac
tor to lower the vertical steel into position 
within the shaft by simply rolling the cage 
into its final resting place, providing a sta
ble positioning of the rebar cage during 
concrete placement operations. 

ShaftSpacer©Systems have proven to be 
an inexpensive means of ensur ing suffi
cient concrete cover is obtained between 
the bar reinforcement and the wall surfaces 
of the drilled shaft or casing. ShaftSpacer 
and BarBoot© products have become the 
preferred choice for drilled shaft construc
tion professionals and engineers through
out North America. 
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